Potassium channels and vascular proliferation.
Potassium channels are currently the focus of much attention because of their recently discovered role in the regulation of vascular smooth muscle growth. Dramatic alterations in the expression and activity of K+ channels causing marked changes in the cell's electrical properties accompany enhanced growth of smooth muscle cells (SMCs). These findings indicate that alterations in K+ channel function are important for SMC proliferation. However, the mechanisms by which changes in K+ channel activity influence cellular growth pathways are poorly understood. The emergent electrical properties caused by modulation of K+ channels are associated with marked differences in the spatial and temporal organization of Ca2+ signaling. Thus, changes in K+ channel function may represent a universal mechanism by which Ca2+ signals are targeted towards activation of gene expression and cell growth. As enhanced growth of smooth muscle underlies many cardiovascular diseases and clinical pathologies, the identification of an important role for K+ channels in SMC proliferation indicates a new source of therapeutic targets to regulate proliferative vascular disorders.